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n Gold fell over 1 percent today in Asian trading session, after registering its
biggest one-day gain in two weeks in the previous session, easing on indications
that Britain could opt to remain in the European Union in a referendum later
this week.

n Three opinion polls ahead of Thursday's vote showed the 'Remain' camp
recovering some momentum, although the overall picture remained one of an
evenly split electorate. Hedge funds and money managers took their bullish
stance in gold to the highest in nearly five years in the week to June 14, US
government data showed on Friday.

n The surveys boosted Asian stocks and sterling, and increased investors appetite
for risk assets, hurting gold. A vote by Britain to leave the 28-member EU,
dubbed "Brexit," could tip Europe back into recession, putting more pressure
on the global economy and thus boosting the safe haven appeal of the bullion.US
gold slid 0.6 percent to $1,286.70.

n Spot gold dropped 1.1 percent to $1,283.80 an ounce by 0358 GMT, after
touching a low of $1,280.80 earlier in the session. Bullion rose about 1.5 percent
on Friday, it biggest single day gain since June 3.

n We have to suspect that markets will remain quite choppy in the lead up to the
British vote and in gold's case, the path of least resistance will likely be higher.
There could be a "post-vote" let down on Friday and heading into the following
week, especially if investors realize that a 'Leave' vote is not going to have the
Armageddon-like ending many are fearing.

n However, with a lot of volatile trading expected ahead of the Brexit vote, there
was some optimism for bullion as holdings in SPDR Gold Trust, the world's
largest gold-backed exchange-traded fund, rose 0.59 percent to 907.88 tonnes
on Friday, the highest since September 2013.

August Comex Gold futures appear to be in a holding

pattern while investors await the results of the UK

referendum on June 23 as to whether the country will

remain a member of the European Union. A vote to

leave is widely expected to cause chaos in the financial

markets which should encourage investors to seek

shelter in safe haven assets like gold, the U.S. Dollar

and Japanese Yen. The main trend is up according to

the daily swing chart. However, after a 12-day rally,

the market appears to be losing momentum as

investors take profits and wait for fresh news.  The

main range is $1201.50 to $1318.90. Its retracement

zone at $1260.20 to $1246 .30 is the primary downside

target. An uptrending angle passes through this zone

at $1310.90, making it a valid downside target also.

Based on the close at $1294.80, the first upside target

today is a downtrending angle at $1302.50.

n Gold eased in Asia on Monday as weekend polls

showed momentum building for the "Remain"

camp in this week's Brexit vote

n Gold for August delivery fell 0.25% to $1,291.50

a troy ounce

n Gold soared to $1,318.90 late last week, the most

since August 2014

n Yellen is scheduled to testify on the economy

before the Senate Banking Committee on

Tuesday

n Market players are pricing in a 7% chance

for a rate hike in July and 24% for September
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n Oil extended gains in Asian trading session today as a weaker dollar and
easing worries over Britain's possible exit from the European Union helped
support crude prices.

n NYMEX crude for July delivery, which expires on Tuesday, was up 55 cents
at $48.53 a barrel, after closing up $1.77, or 3.8 percent, on Friday. Campaigning
for Britain's vote on EU membership resumed on Sunday after a three-day
hiatus prompted by the killing of a pro-EU lawmaker.

n Three opinion polls ahead of Thursday's vote showed the 'Remain' camp
recovering some momentum, although the overall picture remained one of an
evenly split electorate.

n With Brexit dominating the market headlines, it might be moves in the U.S.
dollar that drive the oil market at least until we get that out of the way. It's likely
to be a nervous and skittish week's trading.

n Oil prices continued to recover despite data showing U.S. energy firms adding
oil rigs for a third week in a row, suggesting higher production to come. Oil
services firm Baker Hughes reported nine rig additions in the week to June 17.
Aside from Brexit concerns, the market is likely to be caught in a range as any
gains would likely be capped by the return of more shale drillers in the United
States.

n Last week, momentum appeared to be building for the campaign to leave the
bloc, sending risk-sensitive assets sharply lower. A vote by Britain to leave the
European Union may tip Europe back into recession, putting more pressure
on the global economy and undermining future oil demand prospects.

n A broadly weaker U.S. dollar lent further support to the commodity, as dollar-
priced oil futures become cheaper to investors holding other currencies when
the greenback declines.

Crude has rallied back to $47.77 highs on Friday�s

trading session, after printing a one-month low of

$45.84 on Thursday. The rally was driven by further

dollar weakness, and by the apparently better odds

of the U.K. staying in the EU following the murder of

MP Cox on Thursday. Price action is expected to

remain choppy into next Thursday's U.K. Brexit

referendum, with market fundamentals likely to take

a back seat. Recent Baker Hughes reports have shown

an increase in rigs which could lead to a rise in

production.  Support on crude oil price are seen near

the 50-day moving average at 46.30, while resistance

is seen near the 10-day moving average at 48.94.

Momentum remains negative as the MACD (moving

average convergence divergence) index prints in the

red with a downward sloping trajectory which points

to lower prices.

n Oil prices extended gains on the back of a weak

US dollar and easing fears of a UK exit from the

European Union

n The US dollar fell for the fourth day in a row today

in Asian session

n WTI July delivery was up 44 cents, or 0.92

per cent, at $48.42 a barrel

n The commodity is recovering after seeing sharp

spikes and dips in the past fortnight on a jittery

market

n Crude last week plunged nearly 10 per cent in

six days after hitting 11-month high
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n Silver futures for July delivery eased 0.01% to $17.410 a troy ounce as weekend
polls showed momentum building for the "Remain" camp in this week's Brexit
vote.

n Trading remained volatile before Britain's June 23 referendum on its EU
membership and amid fading expectations of a Federal Reserve rate hike in
the next couple of months.

n Market sentiment recovered Friday as concerns over a possible Brexit temporarily
subsided as traders tried to assess whether the killing of a pro-EU British
lawmaker may change the balance of opinions in Britain's upcoming referendum
on European Union membership.

n Voters in the U.K. appear to be evenly split on whether to support a departure
by the U.K. from the European Union. While the "Remain" campaign held as
much as a 70-30 lead several months ago, the "Leave," vote has surged ahead
in several prominent polls last week.

n The Fed kept interest rates unchanged on Wednesday and dialed back forecasts
for how fast it will raise rates over the next couple of years, citing concerns
over the economic outlook.

n While the U.S. central bank retained its forecast for two rates this year, updated
projections revealed that six members wanted to see one rate hike this year,
compared to just one policymaker in March. Fed forecasts also show at least
four fewer hikes than previously projected through 2018.

n Market players are pricing in a 7% chance for a rate hike in July and 24% for
September. In the week ahead, market players will be turning their full attention
to a highly anticipated referendum on whether Britain remains in the European
Union on Thursday. Prior to the referendum, Fed Chair monetary policy testimony
in Congress on Tuesday and Wednesday will attract the markets� attention.

Silver markets initially rallied during the course of the

week, but turned right back around just below the $18

level. By doing so, we ended up forming a shooting

star which of course is a very negative sign. That being

the case, if we break down below the bottom of the

shooting star, we could drop all the way down to the

$16 level. That area should be supportive though, so

somewhere between here and there I would anticipate

the buyers will step back into the market and push this

commodity higher. If we break above the $18 level,

that would also be reason enough to start going long.

The turn and burn with a vengeance gave us clear

indication as to where sellers live and buyers don�t.

While we didn�t expect that aggressive of a reversal

to take shape (hard to predict), we will take it as our

cue for lower prices ahead. The bounce underway at

is coming from the lower parallel extending back.

n Silver fell 19.6 cents, on Friday to settle at $17.41

a troy ounce, after climbing to a six-week high of

$17.88 the day before

n On the week, silver inched up 8.1 cents, or 0.47%,

the third consecutive weekly rise

n Market players will be turning their full attention

to a highly anticipated referendum

n In terms of U.S data, existing and new home

sales as well as durable goods orders will

be in focus

n Voters in the U.K appear to be evenly split

on whether to support a departure or not
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